
Recipient of Donation Page Purpose Amount

Justice For All Organization, 

Kabul, Afghanistan 240000
57

To build organizational capacity and sustainability 

of Jfao, and to empower marginalized groups and 
$154,398

7iber For Training And 

Technology, Amman, Jordan 

11181

122
To enable the grantee to strengthen its financial 

sustainability by developing independent
$75,000

Parentstogether Foundation, 

Washington , Dc 20009
397

To improve and scale the grantee's mobile 

messaging service for parents, with the goal of 

engaging diverse families, building a new force for 

policy change on economic equity issues affecting 

families, and improving the organization's 

financial sustainability

$100,000

Hospice 'Casa Sperantei', 

Brasov, Brasov, Romania 

500074

456

To maintain and expand the integration of legal 

support into palliative care services in romania, 

and to ensure the sustainability of legal support 

for patients with life limiting or terminal illnesses

$47,500

Idea Central Foundation, 

Brussels, Belgium 1000
458

To support the grantee to maintain the idea 

network's charitable services, by supporting in 

person meetings to develop financial 

sustainability, governance, and strategies of each 

entity and the network as a whole during 2017

$61,000

Irrawaddy Publishing Group, 

Yangon, Burma
470

To support the grantee to continue to produce 

high-quality, independent public service content, 

to strengthen its organizational capacity and long-

term financial sustainability, and to allow it to 

continue with capacity-building of burmese 

journalists

$205,000

South Asians For Human Rights 

(Sahr), Colombo, Sri Lanka
506

To support the grantee in conducting 

organizational development, creating conditions 

for sustainability, and bringing on board other 

donors

$150,000

Stichting Mideast Youth, 

Amsterdam, Netherlands 1043 

Gr

509

To support mideast youth's digital platforms by 

scaling up its application crowdvoice to a broader, 

global audience and expand the sustainability and 

growth of mideast tunes

$50,000

Hospice 'Casa Sperantei', 

Brasov, Brasov, Romania 

500074

570

To maintain and expand the integration of legal 

support into palliative care services in romania, 

and to ensure the sustainability of legal support 

for patients with life limiting or terminal illnesses

$47,500

Soros Foundation funding of “sustainability” activist groups
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Soros Foundation funding of “sustainability” activist groups

The Regents Of The University 

Of California At Ber, Berkeley, 

Ca 94710-5940

599

Organization-level support for the haas institute 

for fair and inclusive society, housed at uc 

berkeley to strengthen core administrative 

functions, promote long-term sustainability, and 

advance new and inclusive narratives around 

historically marginalized communities

$300,000

Total $1,190,398


